
•   New 3D Fit Print seamless upper

•   Midfoot Transition Zone and Segmented Crash Pad deliver 
fast heel-to-toe transitions

•   Added rubber in the forefoot for extra-springy toe-of

•   BioMoGo DNA midsole provides adaptive cushioning

•   Moisture-management mesh upper keeps feet cool and dry

LAUNCH 3

•   Updated forefoot tooling to improve responsiveness

•   Moisture-management mesh upper keeps feet cool and dry

•   New, adjustable saddle extends back around heel

•   Simplified upper—better functionality in sleek package

•   BioMoGo DNA midsole provides adaptive cushioning

•   Diagonal Rollbar (DRB) ofers optimal support

•   Omega Flex Grooves optimize flexibility

RAVENNA 7

•   Lightweight Guide Rails encourage the body’s preferred 
motion path

•   No-sew overlays with 3D Fit Print give ultimate comfort

•   BioMoGo DNA midsole provides adaptive cushioning

•   Rounded heel for better alignment, minimizing stress on 
joints, and smoother strides

•   Omega Flex Grooves optimize flexibility

PureCadence 5

•   DNA LT midsole provides adaptive cushioning with 
less weight

•   No-sew overlays with 3D Fit Print give ultimate comfort

•   Rounded heel for better alignment, minimizing stress on 
joints, and smoother strides

•   Wraparound collar in the heel lends an extra-plush feel

PureFlow 5

•   New, engineered laser-cut mesh upper ofers a better fit 
and moisture management

•   Super DNA midsole provides the ultimate in adaptive 
cushioning

•   IDEAL Pressure Zones disperse impact for a smoother ride

•   Rounded heel for better alignment, minimizing stress on 
joints, and smoother strides

•   Guide Rails encourage the body’s preferred motion path

•   Plush interior provides luxurious comfort

TRANSCEND 3

•   Propulsion Pods, blown rubber filled with BioMoGo DNA 
give adaptive cushioning and eicient energy return

•   Hammock system wraps underfoot and tightens
through the eyelets to provide a second-skin fit and 
improved foot alignment

•   Gearing Mechanism allows heel and forefoot to 
move independently for a more powerful push of

•   Dual Toe Flex engages a foot’s natural balance for a 
more eicient push of

•   Guidance plates provide a stable platform for powerful 
and aligned toe-of, plus passive support

•   Rounded heel for better alignment, minimizing stress on 
joints, and smoother strides

•   Moisture-management upper keeps feet cool and dry

NEURO

Optimized for energy return, these responsive 
shoes add a springy lift to every stride.

Plush and protective, these shoes cushion each step & 
cradle your foot to give a smooth & comfortable ride.

Lightweight and flexible, these low-profile shoes 
connect each step like an extention of your foot.

Built for speed, these streamlined shoes propel 
your performance to the next level.

   

  

CUSHION ME
SOFT

PROPELME
FAST

CONNECTME
FLEXIBLE

CONNECT 

ENERGIZE ME
SPRINGY

 

Stride Signature is Brooks’ philosophy that drives how we develop and fit running shoes. It allows you to find your 
perfect match by understanding two things about you: your biomechanics—or how your body wants to run—and the run 
experience you crave—or how you want to run. We have an exciting line-up of new spring footwear updates to provide 
whatever experience you're craving.
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